Introduction {#bpa12837-sec-0001}
============

Medulloblastoma (MB) is the most common malignant pediatric brain tumor ([57](#bpa12837-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}), where it accounts for around a quarter of all intracranial neoplasms and around half of posterior fossa tumors ([19](#bpa12837-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}). The majority of MB arise in children with a median age of 9 years, and a peak in incidence between the ages of 3 and 7 years ([65](#bpa12837-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}). However, a second peak is seen in adults accounting for around 25% of cases ([48](#bpa12837-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}). The 5‐year overall survival for MB is approximately 75%, however, long‐term therapy‐related morbidity remains a significant concern ([36](#bpa12837-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [50](#bpa12837-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}, [55](#bpa12837-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}, [71](#bpa12837-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}).

Medulloblastoma was first in described 1925, in a series of 31 cases first considered to be an unusual type of glioma arising primarily in the cerebellum of children ([4](#bpa12837-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}). MB was included in the original histogenetic classification scheme introduced by Baily and Cushing, in which brain tumors were designated based on the morphologic similarity to cell types in the developing brain ([5](#bpa12837-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). The primitive embryonic tumor was believed to derive from an undifferentiated cell type termed the "medulloblast," thought to arise around the ependymal lining of the fourth ventricle (reviewed in ([20](#bpa12837-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"})). Although the developmental origins have proven more complicated than the original conceptualization ([26](#bpa12837-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [27](#bpa12837-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}), the diagnostic entity has persisted over 95 years of revisions to brain tumor classification. In modern classification, MB represents a heterogeneous tumor with multiple subtypes. MBs share a primitive embryonal phenotype, composed of malignant tumor cells which are dominated by neuronal antigen expression. Stereotypic histologic patterns under light microscopy formed the basis of the histologic classification schemes. However, advances in our understanding of the biology and genomics of MB has led to significant changes in the pathologic diagnosis and classification of MB, making it a prototype for modern clinicopathologic diagnosis. This review will focus on the histology, pathologic diagnosis, and classification of MB with a specific emphasis on current neuropathologic practice.

Classification of MB by the WHO {#bpa12837-sec-0002}
-------------------------------

The 2007 edition of the *WHO Classification of Tumors of the Central Nervous* System first recognized that histologic variants of MB carried variable clinical risk ([43](#bpa12837-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). In the 2016 update, a layered approach is employed integrating morphologic and genomic data in accordance with the Haarlem guidelines for nervous system tumor classification and grading ([44](#bpa12837-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}). As such, the granularity of the diagnosis is made, dependent on the integration of tissue‐based information available to the pathologist (see Table [1](#bpa12837-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}). The newest classification scheme separates MB into two separate general designations, *MB, histologically defined* and *MB, genetically defined* ([45](#bpa12837-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). Histologically, MB can be separated into variants including classic, desmoplastic/nodular (DN), and large cell/anaplastic (LCA). Due to important clinicopathologic correlates, a special group of DN tumors in the infant population is designated MB with extensive nodularity (MBEN) ([23](#bpa12837-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [45](#bpa12837-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). A second general categorization is used for MB taking into account the molecular group of the tumor. *Medulloblastoma, genetically defined* is separated into WNT‐activated, SHH‐activated and *TP53*‐mutant, SHH‐activated and *TP53*‐wild‐type, and non‐WNT/non‐SHH groups. The latter group can be further subdivided to provisional subclasses, group 3 (G3) and group 4 (G4) when the ability to distinguish the two is possible. In the rare event that material available for review is inadequate or available testing prevents classification of the tumor into one of the genetically or histologically defined categories, the category of MB, NOS is designated (Table [1](#bpa12837-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Medulloblastoma classification system in the *WHO Classification of Tumors of the Central Nervous System 2016*.

  --------------------------------------------------
  Medulloblastoma, genetically defined
  WNT‐activated
  SHH‐activated, *TP53*‐wild‐type
  SHH‐activated, *TP53*‐mutant
  Non‐WNT/non‐SHH
  Group 3[^†^](#bpa12837-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  Group 4[^†^](#bpa12837-note-0001){ref-type="fn"}
  Medulloblastoma, histologically defined
  Medulloblastoma, classic
  Desmoplastic/nodular medulloblastoma (DN)
  Medulloblastoma with extensive nodularity (MBEN)
  Large cell/Anaplastic medulloblastoma (LCA)
  Medulloblastoma, NOS
  --------------------------------------------------

Provisional category.

Adapted from reference (

45

).
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Canonical (WHO) histologic classification {#bpa12837-sec-0003}
-----------------------------------------

The diagnosis of MB should be considered in the context of any embryonal brain tumor in the cerebellum, cerebellar peduncle, or fourth ventricle. Rarely other malignant tumors with small cell morphology can be encountered in this region, including atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumor (ATRT), embryonal tumor with multilayered rosettes (ETMR), small cell glioblastoma, Ewing sarcoma (EWS), or high‐grade neuroepithelial tumor with BCOR alteration (HGNET‐BCOR) ([79](#bpa12837-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}). These can typically be excluded by a combination of subtle histologic findings or immunohistochemistry (IHC), using lineage markers or entity specific stains. For instance, the presence of rhabdoid cells or ependymoblastic rosettes should alert the pathologist to the possibility of ATRT or ETMR, respectively. In the absence of these specific histologic features, IHC can aid proper classification. Apart from ETMR and rarely ATRT, the mimics of MB fail to express neuronal markers such as synaptophysin or NeuN. ATRTs typically demonstrate a polyimmunophenotype (co‐expressing EMA, smooth muscle actin, and GFAP among other antigens) and show loss of INI1 and Brg1, whereas ETMRs express high levels of LIN28A ([41](#bpa12837-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Distinguishing small cell glioblastoma from MB can be challenging, but in addition to the absence of neuronal antigen expression, widespread expression of GFAP, Olig2, or SOX10 favors the diagnosis of astrocytoma. While Olig2 or SOX10 expression can be encountered in a subset of MB tumor cells, typically this is restricted to a minority population. Finally, EWS and HGNET‐BCOR are rarely encountered, but in most instances can be differentiated from MB by *EWSR1* FISH or BCOR immunohistochemistry, respectively.

### Classic variant {#bpa12837-sec-0004}

Classic variant MBs are by far the most frequent encountered in clinical practice, accounting for 72% of MB ([45](#bpa12837-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). Classic variant MBs are characterized by relatively round nuclei, the absence of increased cell size (defined as less than 4 times the size of a red blood cell), and the absence of frequent mitotic activity or mitoses (Figure [1A--D](#bpa12837-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Homer Wright rosettes are frequently encountered in classic MB (Figure [1B](#bpa12837-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Intrinsic desmoplasia is rare in classic variant tumors, and when desmoplasia presents it is typically associated with involvement of the leptomeninges by tumor. Similarly, nodules of differentiation are rare, and when present are not outlined by pericellular collagen as detected by reticulin staining.

![Medulloblastoma, histologically defined groups consist of four histologic variants including the classic variant (**A**‐**D**) characterized by small cells with round to ovoid nuclei (**A**), frequent Homer Wright rosettes (**B**), and no significant cytologic pleomorphism or cell molding (**C**). A slight increase in cell size and cytologic pleomorphism (**D**) are still within the spectrum of histologies in the classic variant. The desmoplastic/nodular variant (**E‐H**) is characterized by nodules of neurocytic differentiation surrounded by more primitive internodular areas (**E** and **G**). The differentiated nodules show desmoplasia surrounding the nodules which can be detected by pericellular reticulin deposition (**H**). Medulloblastoma with extensive nodularity (MBEN) (**I**‐**L**) is characterized by a high proportion of differentiated elements compared to primitive internodular elements (**F**‐**J**). The nodules in the MBEN variant often coalesce together forming irregular patterns accompanied by a pattern of linear "streaming" between nodules. Similar to other desmoplastic nodular tumors, MBENs show reticulin deposition in the internodular regions (**L**). The large cell/anaplastic variant (LCA) is a combination of two variant the anaplastic variant and the large cell variant (**M**‐**P**). The anaplastic variant is characterized by increased cell size, cytologic pleomorphism, cell molding and wrapping, frequent mitotic activity, and apoptotic bodies (**M** and **N**). The large cell variant is characterized by large discohesive cells with prominent nucleoli (**O** and **P**).](BPA-30-664-g001){#bpa12837-fig-0001}

### Desmoplastic/nodular variant and medulloblastoma with extensive nodularity {#bpa12837-sec-0005}

The Desmoplastic/nodular (DN) variant of MB is characterized by nodules of neurocytic differentiation with intervening embryonal elements. The "desmoplasia" associated with desmoplastic/nodular tumors refers to the propensity of these tumors to have pericellular collagen deposition, which is detectable by reticulin deposition, but which is absent from the nodules of differentiation (Figure [1E](#bpa12837-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}--H). There is variability in the proportion of tumors showing nodules or pure desmoplasia, and in fact historic controversy was centered on whether examples dominated by desmoplasia were in fact sarcomas of the cerebral arachnoid ([70](#bpa12837-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). All brain tumors elicit a desmoplastic reaction when they involve the leptomeninges, and this should be distinguished from pericellular reticulin deposition in tumor lying within the cerebellar parenchyma of DN tumors. In our practice, we typically try to assess the presence or absence of pericellular reticulin deposition in the intraparenchymal component to avoid this pitfall. Identification of the thick‐walled vessels of the leptomeninges can be used as a guide in histologic sections. Recognition of the DN variant is important because tumors with this morphology generally are associated with intermediate clinical risk and uniformly associate with the SHH molecular group for which targeted agents may be available to some patients ([47](#bpa12837-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}, [63](#bpa12837-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}).

A special variant of desmoplastic/nodular MB is termed medulloblastoma with extensive nodularity (MBEN). This histologic variant typically presents in infants and is frequently more midline than more conventional DN tumors (Figure [1I](#bpa12837-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}--L). As the name implies, MBENs are dominated by nodules rather than primitive elements. The nodules tend to be irregular and coalesce together in many examples. It is typical to identify a "streaming" pattern in MBENs, in which linear arrays of neurocytic cells connect adjacent nodules.

### Large cell/anaplastic histology {#bpa12837-sec-0006}

Large cell and anaplastic MBs represent two distinct histologic variants, combined in the latest histologic classification scheme. Giangaspero *et al* defined the poor prognosis Large cell MB subtype in 1992 ([24](#bpa12837-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}) while a more comprehensive grading scheme for anaplasia was later established by Eberhart *et al* ([14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Anaplasia in MB is defined by increased cell size, increased cytologic pleomorphism, nuclear wrapping/molding, frequent mitotic activity, and frequent apoptotic bodies (Figure [1M](#bpa12837-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"},N) ([14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#bpa12837-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). There is no current consensus on the amount of mitotic activity or apoptosis that is sufficient for designation as frequent, but some authors have suggested \>10 mitoses per 10 high‐power field in the case of mitoses ([14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). The large cell variant represents a histologic variant in itself which shows increased cell size, round cell morphology, and prominent nucleoli (Figure [1O](#bpa12837-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"},P). The large cell variant lacks the overt pleomorphism seen in the anaplastic variant, but often associates with anaplastic features such as frequent mitotic activity and apoptosis. In previous versions of the WHO Classification of Tumors of the Central Nervous System, large cell and anaplastic variants of MB were considered separately; however, the 2016 classification groups them as a single histologic category. The rationale for this grouping is that most large cell medulloblastomas also contain an element of anaplastic variant MB, at least focally ([9](#bpa12837-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#bpa12837-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#bpa12837-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}).

The prognostic significance for the large cell and anaplastic variants was initially established in two related cohorts. The relationship between large cell morphology and clinical risk was first established in a cohort of six Pediatric Oncology Group (POG) frontline trials ([9](#bpa12837-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). A more comprehensive grading scheme for anaplasia in MB was later established and applied to an augmented cohort containing seven POG frontline trials by Eberhart and Burger ([14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}) who established a relationship between the large cell variant and severe anaplasia on event‐free survival (EFS) and overall survival (OS) ([9](#bpa12837-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). The significance of the combined LCA variant was confirmed in the SIOPII and SIOP PNET3 cohorts for both OS and EFS ([6](#bpa12837-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#bpa12837-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [46](#bpa12837-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}, [80](#bpa12837-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}). Variability in the proportion of tumors demonstrating LCA morphology is observed between studies. For instance, in the POG cohort, moderate or severe anaplasia was encountered in 24% of samples with 10% demonstrating severe anaplasia ([14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Whereas, McManamy and Ellison reported LCA in 19% of tumors (2% large cell and 17% anaplastic) ([46](#bpa12837-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). This likely represents natural enrollment variability as well as slight differences in application of the histologic criteria for anaplasia between central reviewers over time. The overall survival at 3 years for LCA tumors in the SIOP PNET3 study was 67% compared to 81% in children with classic tumors, and the prognostic significance of LCA morphology held up as an independent predicator of risk after multivariate analysis which included known clinical risk factors such as metastatic disease and extent of resection ([46](#bpa12837-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}).

Some MBs demonstrate overall classic morphology, with focal severe anaplasia. We typically designate these as classic variant but notate the presence of focal anaplasia. This designation is important in that it alerts the clinical team to the possibility for more aggressive tumor elements in the context of subtotal resection, metastasis, or sampling bias. However, the presence of focal anaplasia does not definitively associate with poor outcome. For instance, in the POG cohort, focal anaplasia was identified in 17% of cases and the outcomes were comparable to tumors with classic histology with no anaplasia ([14](#bpa12837-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}).

The association of LCA histology with poor outcome probably relates, at least partially, to its close association with other high‐risk molecular features. For instance, amplification of *MYC* and *MYCN* is more frequent in tumors with LCA histology ([15](#bpa12837-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#bpa12837-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, LCA tumors are also enriched in both the high‐risk G3 molecular subtype and SHH tumors with *TP53* abnormalities, which are also associated with dismal prognosis ([38](#bpa12837-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}).

The association of LCA histology with clinical risk is largely based on historic cohorts which failed to stratify by molecular group. There is some indication that the LCA morphology maintains its prognostic significance on progression‐free survival within molecular subgroup, however, whether anaplasia alone should dictate high‐risk disease alone in the absence of other high‐risk clinical features such as metastasis remains controversial ([16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [61](#bpa12837-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}).

Non‐WHO designated histologic variants {#bpa12837-sec-0007}
--------------------------------------

Several histologic patterns recognized in clinical practice are not officially recognized in the MB, histologically defined scheme outlined by the 2016 *WHO Classification of Tumors of the Central Nervous System* ([45](#bpa12837-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). Despite their rarity and lack of specific diagnostic assignment many are important to recognize clinically because of their special association with specific molecular features or their propensity to affect testing interpretation. These include tumors with divergent differentiation as well as patterns termed "classic biphasic" pattern, "ganglioneuroblastoma" pattern (GNB), and "paucinodular" patterns ([47](#bpa12837-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}).

Medulloblastoma can present with divergent differentiation, often presenting as myogenic or melanocytic differentiation (previously known as medullomyoblastoma and melanocytic medulloblastoma). On the extreme end of the histologic spectrum, myogenic differentiation presents as "strap cells" with true visible muscle striations (Figure [2](#bpa12837-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), however, less differentiated cells can present as rhabdomyoblasts. Melanocytic differentiation can sometimes be recognized by the presence of melanin pigment within the tumor cells or merely clusters of epithelioid cells with prominent nucleoli. Occasionally, divergent differentiation is occult and can only be identified using IHC, of which desmin and HMB45 are typically reliable for detection of myogenic and melanotic differentiation, respectively. Divergent differentiation carries some prognostic significance in some studies and can be associated with focal or overt anaplasia. Definitive evidence that MB with divergent differentiation represents distinct molecular entities has not been established, and they both contain many of the same molecular findings typical of medulloblastomas without divergent differentiation ([31](#bpa12837-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [42](#bpa12837-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [78](#bpa12837-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}).

![Medulloblastomas with divergent differentiation most often are characterized by myogenic. Here, a case of medulloblastoma with myogenic differentiation is presented (**A**‐**H**). These tumors typically show histology in regions that are typical of other medulloblastomas with primitive elements, often with some anaplastic features (**A**). In some, overt myogenic differentiation can be observed and can be detected by the presence of "strap" cells (**B**). Myogenic elements in medulloblastoma with myogenic differentiation can be detected by immunohistochemistry to myogenin (**C**) or desmin (**D**). The neuronal elements of medulloblastoma with myogenic differentiation is immunoreactive for synaptophysin (**E**). The panel of stains used for molecular subgrouping yield a discordant phenotype, showing immunoreactivity for YAP1 (**F**), no staining for GAB1 (**G**), and cytoplasmic only staining for beta‐catenin (**H**). Divergent differentiation can also take the form of melanotic differentiation (**I**‐**P**). This case demonstrates the more typical primitive elements of medulloblastoma (**I**) and neurocytic differentiation (**J**). A mixed population of the neuronal and melanotic elements can be seen in (**K**). The neuronal element is immunopositive for synaptophysin (**L**), whereas the melanotic element is detectable with antibodies to HMB45 (**M**). Medulloblastomas with divergent melanotic differentiation also yield a discordant pattern on the molecular subgrouping stains, demonstrating immunoreactivity for YAP1 in the melanotic element (**N**), no significant immunoreactivity for GAB1 (**O**), and cytoplasmic only staining for beta‐catenin (**P**).](BPA-30-664-g002){#bpa12837-fig-0002}

Classic biphasic MB are characterized by alternating sheets of tumor cells with nodules of neurocytic differentiation (Figure [3](#bpa12837-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Often the nodules are more irregular in their contour than those encountered in the desmoplastic/nodular variant. Also, in contrast to the DN variant, the nodules of classic biphasic tumors are not outlined by reticulin (Figure [3](#bpa12837-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). The relevance of this histologic variant is two‐fold. First, tumors with a classic biphasic pattern are more frequently associated with poor‐risk cytogenetic abnormalities such as isochromosome 17q, *MYC* amplification, or *MYCN* amplification compared to tumors with true desmoplastic nodular histology ([47](#bpa12837-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Second, classic biphasic MB represents a clinically relevant mimic of DN medulloblastomas. As true DN tumors all fall into the SHH molecular subgroup and classic biphasic tumors typically fall into the non‐WNT/non‐SHH molecular immunophenotypic subgroup, the distinction may have therapeutic implications. Comprehensive evaluation to determine whether classic biphasic tumors primarily represent G3 or G4 molecular groups has not been performed.

![Histologic variants outside of those in the medulloblastoma, include the classic biphasic variant (**A**‐**D**) and the ganglioneuroblastoma variant (**E**‐**L**). Classic biphasic tumors are characterized by nodules of differentiation with primitive internodular areas (**A**). These tumors can be differentiated from desmoplastic/nodular tumors by reticlulin stain (**B**) which fails to outline the nodules. On the molecular subgrouping stains, classic biphasic tumors fall into the non‐WNT/non‐SHH molecular group based on negativity for YAP1 (**C**) and GAB1 (**D**), and staining for beta‐catenin that is restricted to the cytoplasm (not shown). The ganglioneuroblastoma variant is characterized by a mixture of primitive elements mixed with areas ganglion cell differentiation (**E**‐**G**). The ganglion cell differentiation is marked by especially high intensity staining for synaptophysin (**H**) and immunoreactivity for NeuN (**I**). Tumors showing ganglioneuroblastoma histology typically fall in the non‐WNT/non‐SHH molecular subgroup, showing negative staining for YAP1 (**J**), negative staining for GAB1 (**K**), and cytoplasmic only staining for beta‐catenin (**L**).](BPA-30-664-g003){#bpa12837-fig-0003}

Some non‐desmoplastic MBs contain clusters of ganglion cells and neurocytic cells and have been designated the ganglioneuroblastoma (GNB) variant (Figure [3](#bpa12837-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}) based on their similarities to the CNS GNB encountered in the supratentorial compartment. These represent a small proportion of MB overall, likely less than 1% ([47](#bpa12837-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). GNB arise primarily in children and adolescents, most before the age of 12 years of age ([47](#bpa12837-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}). Due to the rarity of this histomorphologic variant, a specific association with clinical risk or molecular subtype has not been established.

Special designation is given to a histologic pattern within the DN MB designated paucinodular MB which consists of tumors that are dominated by primitive cells with desmoplastic stroma, with only rare nodules of differentiation ([47](#bpa12837-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}) (Figure [3](#bpa12837-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). While not officially recognized as a variant by the WHO, this pattern represents an important clinical consideration in practice because it may not be easily recognized without the aid of special stains such as reticulin. In clinical diagnostic practice, the distinction of paucinodular tumors is important to distinguish from classic tumors which have invaded the leptomeninges because the latter typically represent non‐WNT/non‐SHH tumors. In many trial cohorts, MBEN and paucinodular tumors are combined with other DN tumors as a single histologic entity designated "desmoplastic medulloblastoma."

Molecular Classification of Medulloblastoma {#bpa12837-sec-0008}
===========================================

Medulloblastoma represents one of the earliest and best characterized examples of molecular subtypes within solid tumors. While the first molecular subtypes were based on transcription profiling using expression arrays ([12](#bpa12837-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#bpa12837-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#bpa12837-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}), additional methods including those employing protein expression by IHC ([16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}), DNA methylation signatures and RNA expression patterns have also been developed and implemented in clinical laboratories ([10](#bpa12837-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#bpa12837-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#bpa12837-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"})}. The major molecular groups are summarized below with additional discussion of specific methodologies for molecular grouping.

Medulloblastoma, WNT‐activated {#bpa12837-sec-0009}
------------------------------

*Medulloblastoma*, WNT‐activated tumors account for about 10%‐15% of MBs ([82](#bpa12837-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}) and typically present in older children, between the ages of 7 and 14 (peak age = 10--12), with a slight female predominance. WNT MB can be seen in approximately 15% of adults with MB ([64](#bpa12837-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). Tumors in the WNT group characteristically have classic morphology, though rare examples of anaplastic WNT tumors have been described. WNT tumors arise near midline but often involve the cerebellar peduncle and brainstem and protrude through the Foramen of Luschka ([59](#bpa12837-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}). WNT tumors are associated with a high degree of hemorrhage which may be partially explained by the lack of a well‐developed blood‐brain barrier ([60](#bpa12837-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}). WNT tumors are characterized by expression of WNT pathway genes, contain mutations in exon 3 of the *CTTNB1* gene in approximately 85%--90% of cases, and exhibit loss or partial loss of chromosome 6 in 85%--90% of cases ([1](#bpa12837-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#bpa12837-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#bpa12837-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#bpa12837-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [39](#bpa12837-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#bpa12837-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). *APC* mutations can be identified in a high proportion of WNT MB lacking *CTTNB1* mutations ([84](#bpa12837-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). Other genes commonly mutated in WNT MB include *TP53*, *SMARCA4*, *KMT2D* and *DDX3X* ([34](#bpa12837-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#bpa12837-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Of note, *TP53* mutations do not appear to carry the same poor prognosis in WNT tumors as they do in the SHH molecular group ([86](#bpa12837-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Amplifications of *MYC* or *MYCN* are almost never detected in WNT MB, and the presence of such findings should raise clinical suspicion of misclassification. Additional substructure has been reported within the WNT molecular groups, separating it into the WNT‐α (70%) subtype seen predominantly in children and WNT‐β (30%) subtype seen predominantly in adults ([11](#bpa12837-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). WNT MB are associated with a favorable prognosis in the pediatric population, however, the prognosis in adults is less established ([3](#bpa12837-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#bpa12837-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#bpa12837-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). Current methods of molecular classification available in most clinical laboratories are restricted to detection of a single WNT molecular group, and do not distinguish the WNT‐α and WNT‐β groups.

Medulloblastoma, SHH‐activated {#bpa12837-sec-0010}
------------------------------

*Medulloblastoma*, SHH‐activated tumors account for about 30% of MB and show a bimodal distribution of presentation with the first peak occurring in infants and a later peak occurring in adults and children greater than age 16 ([45](#bpa12837-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). In adults, SHH MB represent the predominant molecular group making up 60% of all cases ([64](#bpa12837-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). SHH MB arise predominantly in the cerebellar hemisphere, but also can arise in the cerebellar vermis. All histologic variants of MB can be found in SHH MB, but the DN variant is most common at slightly greater than 50%, followed by classic and LCA ([16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). LCA histology is predominantly seen in SHH MB with *TP53* mutations. SHH MB are characterized by activation of SHH pathway transcriptional programs and recurrent mutations in SHH pathway genes including *PTCH1*, *SMO*, and *SUFU* ([34](#bpa12837-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#bpa12837-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Amplifications involving key downstream mediators of the SHH pathway such as *GLI2* are also encountered ([51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#bpa12837-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). MB, SHH‐activated and *TP53* wild‐type tumors are associated with intermediate risk disease with an 5‐year overall survival of around 76%, whereas *TP53* abnormalities in SHH MB are associated with especially high‐risk clinical disease, with dismal prognosis of 41% at 5‐years ([38](#bpa12837-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#bpa12837-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). MB, SHH‐activated and *TP53*‐mutant tumors are associated with high rates of chromothrypsis which leads to amplification of oncogenes including *MYC*, *MYCN*, and *GLI2* ([62](#bpa12837-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}).

Additional substructure has been described by the MB Advanced Genomics International Consortium (MAGIC) dividing SHH MB in four molecular groups (SHH‐α, β, γ, δ) ([11](#bpa12837-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). These more granular molecular groups of SHH are enriched for specific genomic abnormalities and have distinct clinical associations. For instance, the δ SHH MB group is predominated by adults whereas most children fall into the SHH‐α group ([11](#bpa12837-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [69](#bpa12837-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). Infantile tumors are comprised almost entirely of SHH‐β and SHH‐γ tumors, and the SHH‐β group is associated with slightly worse prognosis (67% compared to 88% 5‐year survival) ([69](#bpa12837-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). To date, the granular subclasses of SHH MB can only be detected by methylation profiling. Although IHC‐based methods for molecular subgrouping are feasible in most clinical laboratories, the method is not able to distinguish the more granular molecular groupings and instead are restricted to designation of generic SHH MB ([10](#bpa12837-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#bpa12837-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}).

Medulloblastoma, non‐WNT/non‐SHH and medulloblastoma G3 and G4 {#bpa12837-sec-0011}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Medulloblastoma, non‐WNT/non‐SHH represents the largest molecular group of MB. It is comprised of the provisional G3 and G4 tumors, representing 20 and 40% of all cases. Most present in children, though up to 25% of adult MB fall in the non‐WNT/non‐SHH group ([64](#bpa12837-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}). When present in adults, G4 tumors are typical while G3 tumors are exceedingly rare. Non‐WNT/non‐SHH tumors present in the midline, typically filling the fourth ventricle. G3 tumors present across the pediatric age spectrum and represent approximately 45% of tumors in the infant population, whereas G4 tumors typically present in older children. A male predominance is seen in non‐WNT/non‐SHH MB, and especially high in G4 tumors (3:1). Non‐WNT/non‐SHH tumors exhibit frequent metastatic disease, and this is frequently encountered at presentation. Non‐WNT/non‐SHH tumors have the worst prognosis overall, compared to SHH and WNT MB. This is largely driven by outcomes in MB G3 which have an overall survival of \<60% with more intermediate survival in MB G4 tumors. While the majority of non‐WNT/non‐SHH tumors demonstrate classic histology, LCA histology is also seen, most often in G3 tumors. DN and MBEN histologic variants are not encountered in non‐WNT/non‐SHH tumors. The biology of MB in the non‐WNT/non‐SHH subtype is less established due to a paucity of recurrent single nucleotide variants (SNVs). A subset of non‐WNT/non‐SHH tumors are driven by enhancer hijacking, with both G3 and G4 tumors demonstrating activation of the *GFI1* and *GFI1B* loci, and a subset of MB G4 tumors targeting activation of the *PRDM6* locus ([53](#bpa12837-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}). Recurrent copy number abnormalities are present in G3 and G4 tumors. *MYC* amplification is a hallmark of G3 tumors, but other events such as *OTX2* amplification can also be observed ([51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). *MYCN* amplification is more typical of G4 tumors, though it can be seen in a small proportion of G3 tumors ([51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). More recent manuscripts have described molecular substructure in the non‐WNT/non‐SHH group of MB, separating these tumors into 4--8 additional subclasses ([11](#bpa12837-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#bpa12837-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). A recent consensus study established eight subclasses for the G3 and G4 tumors, designated I‐VIII ([75](#bpa12837-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}). Methods currently available in most clinical laboratories are unable to distinguish MB groups to this level of granularity, and risk stratification based on these groups is still in its infancy.

Methods of Molecular Classification {#bpa12837-sec-0012}
===================================

Several different methods have emerged to perform molecular classification of MB in the clinical setting. The methods show variable performance related to their ability to resolve all molecular groups. This is especially true as more granular substructure has been established outside the four consensus MB molecular groups. The methods also differ in their accessibility, capital expense, and their ability to scale easily to other tumor types. An overview of the different methods is provided below and an in Table [2](#bpa12837-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Comparison of methods for MB classification in the clinical laboratory

  Method                                                                                                      Description                                                                                                                                                                       Pros                                                                                                                                                                                                                             Cons                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              References
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Immunohistochemistry                                                                                        *Description*: Classification based on pattern of expression of three proteins as detected by immunohistochemistry (YAP1, GAB1, and beta‐catenin)                                 Easy implementationLow capital expenseTechnology available in most clinical labsProtein is a relatively stable macromoleculeWorks in samples with low tumor contentWorks well with ffpe                                          Interpretation challenges in low‐volume laboratoriesDivergent differentiation yields indeterminant classCannot resolve g3 and g4 tumorsCannot account for increasingly granular mb classificationLimited to mb classification                                                                                                     ([17](#bpa12837-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"})
  *Classification*: Tumors separable into WNT, SHH, Non‐WNT/non‐SHH                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
  Transcription profiling                                                                                     *Description*: Classification based on shared RNA expression signature as detected by transcription array, RNA sequencing, or nanostring ^TM^                                     Can separate tumors into all four canonical molecular groupsWorks with ffpe or frozen materialModerate to high capital expense                                                                                                   Based on RNA, a relatively unstable macromoleculeTechnology not available in many clinical laboratoriesNo supervised classification model currently availableBased on RNA, a relatively unstable macromoleculeLimited to MB classificationMore granular MB classification not currently availableRequires relatively pure tumor   ([12](#bpa12837-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#bpa12837-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [54](#bpa12837-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#bpa12837-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"})
  *Classification*: Tumors separated into WNT, SHH, G3, and G4                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Methylation                                                                                                 *Description*: Classification based on methylation signature using unsupervised or supervised classification models. Typically utilize Illumina Human Infinium 450K/EPIC arrays   Can separate all four canonical methylation classesScales well to other tumor typesLarge reference series available for mb and other tumor typesWorks with ffpe and frozen tissueUtilizes dna, relatively stable macromolecule   Not currently widely availableHigh capital expenseNot all clinical samples contain sufficient dna quantity for classificationRequires high proportion of pure tumor                                                                                                                                                               ([10](#bpa12837-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#bpa12837-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"})
  *Classification*: Tumors separated into WNT, SHH, G3, and G4More granular class structure can be resolved                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  DNA Sequencing                                                                                              *Description*: Classification based on sequencing of class specific recurrent mutations                                                                                           Can be performed in most modern molecular laboratoriesMany commercial labs evaluate the genes recurrently mutated in mbWorks on ffpe or frozen materialUtilizes dna, relatively stable macromolecule                             Many MB do not have contain defining mutations (ie. G3/G4)Some mutations cross class boundaries (ie. Subclonal SHH pathway mutations in WNT tumors)High capital expense                                                                                                                                                           ([1](#bpa12837-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#bpa12837-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"})
  *Classification*: Reliable for WNT class in most instances, but cannot resolve all four canonical classes                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

John Wiley & Sons, Ltd

Transcription‐based molecular classification {#bpa12837-sec-0013}
--------------------------------------------

The earliest description of molecular subtypes within MB were derived from large cohorts in which cluster analysis was performed on transcription profiles from expression arrays ([12](#bpa12837-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [40](#bpa12837-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [52](#bpa12837-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}, [83](#bpa12837-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}). While transcriptional profiling using expression arrays has led to important research advances in our understanding of the disease, widespread implementation into clinical laboratories has not been established. This is largely based on the relative instability of RNA compared to DNA, historic dependence of fresh or frozen material for transcriptional profiling which limited collection of a large‐scale repository of reference tumors, and variability in transcriptional profiling platforms making comparison across datasets challenging. In 2012, Northcott *et al* applied nanostring technology to molecular classification of MB using a set of 22 genes ([54](#bpa12837-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}). The method relies on the capture of subtype‐specific transcripts which is measured on the nCounter machine ([22](#bpa12837-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}). Because the input RNA is only 100 ng and the assay can be performed readily out of FFPE material, it is more easily translated into the clinical laboratory workflows than methods relying on fresh or frozen tumor material. There is some drop off in accuracy when evaluating cohorts greater than 8--10 years old, likely due to poor RNA fidelity, but overall the accuracy of classification is very high in prospective cases. Additionally, the per sample cost of the nanostring method is favorable compared to other methods. The primary limitations of the nanostring method is that comprehensive classification of all brain tumors cannot be performed using the same platform and it can be prone to some misclassification in event histologic mimics of medulloblastomas are encountered ([2](#bpa12837-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). The nanostring method also generates only a single data modality, that is expression of selected genes, and ancillary data such as genome‐wide copy number must be obtained using orthogonal methods.

Immunohistochemistry‐based molecular classification {#bpa12837-sec-0014}
---------------------------------------------------

In 2011, David Ellison and colleagues established a method for molecular subtyping MB using IHC ([16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). The original panel included four immunostains: Filamin A, YAP1, GAB1, and beta‐catenin ([16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). In its original design, tumors in the WNT and SHH molecular groups demonstrated expression of both Filamin A and YAP1, whereas G3 and G4 tumors were negative for these marks. The combined immunoreactivity for Filamin A, YAP1, and GAB1 was specific for SHH molecular subtype, whereas expression of Filamin A, YAP1, and nuclear beta‐catenin was specific for the WNT molecular subtype (Figure [4](#bpa12837-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}) ([16](#bpa12837-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}). In modern practice, Filamin A is often omitted from the panel because YAP1 is a relatively robust stain and Filamin A serves a redundant role in subtyping.

![Example staining patterns for molecular subgrouping medulloblastoma using the panel of YAP1, GAB1, and beta‐catenin. WNT‐activated medulloblastomas typically demonstrate immunoreactivity for YAP1, but are immunonegative for GAB1. Immunoreactivity for beta‐catenin is positive in both the cytoplasm and nucleus of WNT‐activated tumors (top panels). SHH‐activated medulloblastomas are immunoreactive for YAP1 and GAB1, but show reactivity for beta‐catenin that is restricted to the cytoplasm (middle panels). Non‐WNT/non‐SHH medulloblastomas show no immunoreactivity for YAP1 or GAB1, and immunoreactivity for beta‐catenin that is restricted to the cytoplasm only (bottom panels).](BPA-30-664-g004){#bpa12837-fig-0004}

Attempts to use a two‐stain panel, including only GAB1 and beta‐catenin, have been utilized in some trial designs; but in our experience this reduced panel is plagued by interpretation difficulties (B.A.O and David Ellison personal observations). Inclusion of the YAP1 stain also serves some underappreciated utility in the panel. In addition to being absent in the G3 or G4 tumors, it often can serve as a safeguard against misclassification of non‐MB embryonal tumors that can histologically mimic MB. For instance, rarely ATRT or ETMR occur in the cerebellum, and in the absence of appropriate downstream molecular interrogation can be mistaken for MB. These tumors typically demonstrate a discordant immunohistochemical pattern characterized by immunoreactivity for YAP1, negativity for GAB1, and only cytoplasmic expression of beta‐catenin (B.A.O and David Ellison personal observations).

The ease of use and relative low cost of the IHC panel make introduction into the clinical laboratory relatively simple and has made this method the mostly widely adopted of all methods for MB molecular classification and is currently utilized for molecular stratification in trial NCT01878617. However, IHC‐based classification has some important limitations. First, the IHC method requires proper tuning of the immunostains, and careful lot to lot validation is necessary to prevent misinterpretation. Second, the IHC method cannot distinguish between G3 and G4 tumors. Although reports of additional panels that include NPR3 for G3 and KCNA1 for G4 tumors have been reported, these have not been widely adopted ([52](#bpa12837-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}). Third, rhabodomyoblasts, melanocytes, and muscle cells are all inherently positive for YAP1. Therefore, an indeterminant subtype (YAP1 positive, negative for GAB1, and cytoplasmic beta‐catenin) often is observed in the presence of divergent myogenic or melanotic differentiation ([29](#bpa12837-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}) (Figure [2](#bpa12837-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

One additional pitfall of note is the loss of YAP1 expression in areas of heavy neuronal differentiation. It has been established that loss of YAP1 expression, and activation of the hippo pathway in general, are necessary for neuronal differentiation ([21](#bpa12837-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). The result is that the nodules of differentiation in the MBEN or DN MB are typically negative for YAP1. This phenomenon can also be observed in selected WNT MB in which clusters of neurocytic differentiation can sometimes be identified.

Methylation‐based classification {#bpa12837-sec-0015}
--------------------------------

Methylation of cytosine at CpG sites across the genome represents an important method of epigenetic regulation. With specific enrichment at promoters and enhancer regions, CpG methylation state has important implications with regard to gene expression, cell specification, and differentiation state. Tumors have an inherent methylation signature that is thought to represent a combination of their cell of origin and their specific driver mutations and these signatures can be exploited for clinical tumor classification, including for MB ([32](#bpa12837-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [74](#bpa12837-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}). Several methods exist to interrogate the methylation state within the genome including array‐based methods, whole‐genome bisulfite sequencing, and methylation‐specific PCR. Most methods used for molecular classification currently rely on bisulfite treatment of DNA allowing for single base resolution of methylated versus unmethylated cytosine after amplification. The mostly widely adopted platform for methylation profiling has been the Illumina Human Infinium Bead Array (450K and 850K Epic Array) ([49](#bpa12837-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}, [72](#bpa12837-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}). This array platform uses the methylation state at specific CpG sites across the tumor genome as the input for downstream analysis including molecular classification. This method has several advantages. First, it takes DNA as its input which is an inherently stable macromolecule compared to RNA. Second, the method works equally well in frozen or FFPE tissue, making it well suited for the typical clinical workflows. Third, the DNA input is relatively low, 125--300 ng, amounts achievable off most clinical FFPE samples. These features have allowed for very large datasets to be accumulated of MB from retrospective clinical archives and clinical trials ([11](#bpa12837-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [73](#bpa12837-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}, [75](#bpa12837-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}) which has uncovered additional substructure within the individual molecular subgroups, some of which have either prognostic or therapeutic implications (See review by Northcott and colleagues in this issue).

Methylation‐based methods can differentiate all subtypes, including most G3 and G4 tumors. This method has been used to build supervised classification models, some of which have been implemented clinically ([10](#bpa12837-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). While the number of clinical laboratories currently offering clinical methylation profiling remains small, those that do typically have implemented a random forest algorithm trained on a comprehensive reference series of most WHO brain tumor entities, including MB ([10](#bpa12837-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}). The comprehensive nature of this model offers significant advantage over more restricted classification models, because it has the potential to identify rare instances of misdiagnosis. Subtyping by methylation array also has the added advantage that genome‐wide copy number data can be extracted informatically, capable of detecting abnormalities in clinically relevant loci, including amplification of the *MYC*, *MYCN,* and *GLI2* oncogenes ([32](#bpa12837-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). The primary limitation of methylation‐based classification is that the capital expense and expertise necessary for implementation prohibits introduction into many low‐volume centers. Additionally, some material, particularly low volume biopsy specimens or those with significant contamination by normal brain parenchyma may have insufficient DNA yields for classification or may lead to misleading normal brain class calls, respectively.

Other Ancillary Testing Modalities {#bpa12837-sec-0016}
==================================

Clinical sequencing {#bpa12837-sec-0017}
-------------------

Clinical sequencing can provide important ancillary information, augmenting the diagnosis and prognosis of MB. Some gene variants relate to specific molecular subtypes. For instance, the presence of *CTNNB1* mutations are pathognomonic for the WNT molecular subtype, and have diagnostic utility ([51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}, [68](#bpa12837-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). *CTNNB1* mutations cannot be used in isolation for diagnosis of WNT MB as many as 10% harbor non‐*CTNNB1* abnormalities such as *APC* mutations ([69](#bpa12837-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}). *APC* variants in the WNT molecular subgroup can be especially important findings, because they often present as germline events and warrant additional genetic evaluation for Turcot syndrome.

SHH tumors demonstrate mutations in mediators of the SHH pathway including *SUFU*, *PTCH1*, or *SMO* ([68](#bpa12837-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}). Mutations in upstream elements of the SHH pathway such as *PTCH1* can be predicative for response to *SMO* inhibitors such as vismodegib (GDC‐0449) or sonidegib (LDE225), however, the use of such therapy is limited to skeletally mature patients due to the risk of growth plate fusion ([35](#bpa12837-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [66](#bpa12837-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}). In contrast, alterations in the SHH pathway downstream of *SMO*, such as *GLI2* amplification, are associated with resistance ([67](#bpa12837-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). Of note, while certain SHH pathway gene mutations are relatively selective, such as *PTCH1* and *SUFU* mutations, mutations in SHH pathway genes alone are not diagnostic of the SHH molecular group, and can be detected in a small proportion of WNT MB ([33](#bpa12837-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [51](#bpa12837-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}). *TP53* mutations carry important clinical implications in MB, in which they are associated with a dismal prognosis in the SHH molecular subgroup and can sometimes be seen in the setting of germline mutations ([86](#bpa12837-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). The association of *TP53* mutations with the SHH molecular subgroup was first established in a cohort of Li‐Fraumeni patients ([62](#bpa12837-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}), but these can also arise as somatic variants ([86](#bpa12837-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). On histology, p53 immunohistochemistry is an effective method to screen for *TP53* mutations in most cases. Tumors demonstrate wild‐type patterns on immunohistochemistry are associated with positive staining in the minority of tumor cells (Figure [5A--D](#bpa12837-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}), whereas in the presence of a dominant‐negative *TP53* mutation, the majority of tumor cells demonstrate strong, diffuse staining (Figure [5E](#bpa12837-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}--H). Inactivating mutations are difficult to distinguished from failed immunohistochemistry tests and are best identified using sequencing.

![The presence of a *TP53*‐mutation is an important prognostic feature in SHH‐activated medulloblastomas. A typical wild‐type tumor is depicted in panels **A‐D**. The tumor demonstrates the typical pattern of immunoreactivity for YAP1 and GAB1 (**B** and **C**, respectively). Immunoreactivity for p53 restricted to weak expression in the minority of tumor cells in *TP53*‐wild‐type tumors (**D**). A tumor from a patient with Li‐Fraumeni syndrome is shown in panels **E**‐**H**. SHH‐activated, *TP53*‐mutant tumors often show large cell/anaplastic histology (**E**). This case demonstrates the typical immunophenotype of a SHH‐activated tumor with immunoreactivity for YAP1 and GAB1 (**F** and **G**). Strong, diffuse immunoreactivity for p53 is present (**H**) indicative of a dominant‐negative *TP53*‐mutation. Because many SHH‐activated tumors with *TP53* mutations are associated with germline *TP53* mutations, genetic testing is recommended for all cases showing a mutant pattern.](BPA-30-664-g005){#bpa12837-fig-0005}

Although somatic sequencing can be used as an ancillary test to characterize MB, sequencing alone cannot be reliably used for comprehensive molecular classification of MB due to the high proportion of tumors that lack subgroup defining SNVs. Nevertheless, sequencing may uncover targetable abnormalities in some instances, particularly in SHH MB where sensitivity for *SMO* inhibitors associates with *PTCH1* mutations ([67](#bpa12837-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization and copy number analysis {#bpa12837-sec-0018}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) provides low‐level molecular classification or risk stratification but is not typically used as a primary method for molecular classification in isolation. For instance, clinical laboratories frequently evaluate for *MYC* and *MYCN* amplification, as both have been demonstrated to associate with reproducible poor clinical outcome in MB ([15](#bpa12837-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). The method has the advantage of quick turnaround time and can typically be reported within 3--6 working days. Compared to array‐based methods to evaluate copy number, FISH is capable of detecting focal subclonal cell populations with *MYC* or *MYCN* amplification in otherwise copy neutral tissue sections and can be performed even with diagnostic tissue is limited. FISH testing cannot definitively yield molecular subgroup in most cases. For instance, complete or partial loss of chromosome 6 is typically used to confirm the diagnosis of the WNT molecular group, but would not be used in isolation as diagnostic of the WNT molecular subtype as 10%--15% of WNT tumors are devoid of chromosome 6 abnormalities ([1](#bpa12837-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#bpa12837-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}). Additionally, chromosome 6 abnormalities are not restricted to WNT molecular group, especially in adult patients where a small proportion are also encountered in SHH or G4 tumors ([39](#bpa12837-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, isochromosome 17q is also evaluated in some contexts and typically is observed in G3 or G4 tumors but is not diagnostic of either in isolation. Isochromosome 17q is associated with poor prognosis in some studies, but the association has not been uniformly confirmed ([17](#bpa12837-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [58](#bpa12837-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}, [76](#bpa12837-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}). The strong association of isochromosome 17q with the non‐WNT/non‐SHH groups, is likely an important confounding factor. We sometimes use FISH for isochromosome 17q when faced with a challenging embryonal tumor presenting in the cerebellum or in the context of widely disseminated disease, often with limited or suboptimal material. Because of the relatively high specificity, a positive FISH result for isochromosome 17q may help place the tumor more definitively in the category of MB. In addition to a diagnostic or prognostic role, FISH can be predictive for therapeutic efficacy in select circumstances ([67](#bpa12837-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}). We have observed that within the SHH molecular subgroup, *PTCH1* deletion was associated with response to the smoothened inhibitor vismodegib ([67](#bpa12837-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}).

Genome‐wide copy number analysis through sequencing or array‐based platforms are utilized in some centers and have identified additional copy number abnormalities with clinical import ([8](#bpa12837-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#bpa12837-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, chromosome 11 loss portends a good prognosis in non‐metastatic G4 tumors ([61](#bpa12837-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). The primary limitation of using array‐based methods for copy number profiling is that they rely on bulk tumor for analysis, and therefore, may miss subclonal events.

Germline predisposition and testing in MB {#bpa12837-sec-0019}
=========================================

While most MB are sporadic, several germline predisposition syndromes have been associated with an increased propensity for MB and awareness of the specific associations is an important consideration for neuropathologists ([81](#bpa12837-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). Among the first described MB predispositions syndrome includes Gorlin syndrome, caused by germline mutations in *PTCH1* and *SUFU* and familial brain tumor polyposis syndromes associated with germline mutations in *APC* ([18](#bpa12837-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#bpa12837-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [77](#bpa12837-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}, [85](#bpa12837-bib-0085){ref-type="ref"}). Li‐Fraumeni syndrome, associated with germline *TP53* abnormalities, show predisposition to MB as well as high‐grade astrocytomas ([37](#bpa12837-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [56](#bpa12837-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). A recent study on a large cohort of MB found that germline abnormalities could be identified in nearly 6% of patients ([84](#bpa12837-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). The percentage of patients with detectable germline abnormalities is variably distributed across molecular subgroups with an incidence of 20% in SHH MB and 7% of WNT tumors ([84](#bpa12837-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}). Germline predisposition was rarely identified in G3 or G4 tumors. Six consensus MB germline predisposition genes identified were *APC*, *BRCA2*, *PTCH1*, *SUFU*, *TP53*, and *PALB2*. As expected, germline predisposition to WNT MB was nearly exclusively associated with *APC* abnormalities and was especially common in WNT MB lacking *CTNNB1* mutations. The causative abnormality in SHH tumors was more variable, being associated with abnormalities in *PTCH1*, *SUFU*, *BRCA2*, *PALB2*, and *TP53*. The age of onset for SHH MB with predisposition is variable, with *SUFU* and *PTCH1* mutations occurring primarily in infants, and tumors with *TP53* germline events presenting in children. Identification of *TP53* abnormalities in SHH MB has important clinical implications as these tumors are associated with an especially aggressive clinical course and dismal outcomes on standard therapies ([38](#bpa12837-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}, [86](#bpa12837-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}). Rare predisposition genes continue to be uncovered, including the SHH MB predisposing gene *GPRI161* ([7](#bpa12837-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}). Nearly 50% of the MB patients with predisposing mutations are not identified based on family cancer histories, suggesting that genetic counseling and testing should be considered in MB, specifically those arising in SHH MB in the pediatric population and WNT MB for which *CTTNB1* mutations are not identified ([84](#bpa12837-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}).

Combined Testing Recommendations {#bpa12837-sec-0020}
================================

Combining our accumulated knowledge of MB, the standard of care for neuropathologic evaluation has changed dramatically over recent years. Initial review should be performed to establish the diagnosis of MB and assign a histologic variant. If tissue is adequate, molecular group designation should be determined using established methods in a CLIA certified laboratory. Laboratories should work toward establishing methods in time that can separate all molecular groups, including G3 and G4, by transcriptome or methylation‐based platforms. While many laboratories lack the capabilities to perform subgrouping by these methods, most are capable of implementing IHC‐based molecular subgrouping, separating tumors in to the WNT, SHH, or non‐WNT/non‐SHH groups. In low‐volume centers, for which introduction of MB immunostains for molecular grouping is impractical or validation is infeasible, secondary consultation should be explored. Ancillary FISH testing is important for risk stratification, particularly for *MYC* and *MCYN*. In WNT MB, evaluation for monosomy 6 by FISH or sequencing of *CTTNB1* are important confirmatory tools. In SHH MB, *PTCH1* deletion can predict response to smoothened inhibitors and should be considered, especially in the setting of recurrent disease for which the patient has not seen that drug class previously. Testing for *TP53* abnormalities, by IHC or sequencing has important prognostic role in SHH MB and should be routinely performed in tumors falling in the SHH molecular group. While *TP53* abnormalities can be seen in WNT MB, the significance is less clear and not uniformly required. Germline testing should be considered in all tumors falling into the SHH group, but especially in the infant population. For WNT MB, germline testing is important for *CTTNB1* mutation‐negative cases. All pertinent findings related to the histologic classification, genetic definitions, risk‐stratifying molecular findings, and genomic abnormalities should be combined into an integrated report according the standards proposed by the Haarlem consensus conference, incorporating all tissue‐based information ([44](#bpa12837-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}).

Conclusions {#bpa12837-sec-0021}
===========

International collaboration has led to advanced understanding of the biology and molecular underpinnings of MB. These findings are now being translated to the clinical laboratory as a new standard of care and have made MB a prototype for modern tumor classification. Real progress will come from integration of molecular testing into risk‐adapted or targeted clinical trials, to improve survival and reduce long‐term treatment‐related morbidity by matching molecular groups to appropriate therapies.
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